UXO  CLEARANCE

Requirements regarding unexploded ordnance (UXO):

A. The Safety Officer at the Bureau of Public Works must be consulted regarding the potential for UXO at the site of the proposed project. The Safety Officer can be reached at 488-2431, and the Bureau of Public Works is located in the same building as the EQPB office. Present this page, along with the location information for the project site, to the Safety Officer and he will list his recommendations below and sign to indicate that he has reviewed this page. Applications that do not have the signature of the BPW Safety Officer in the space below will be considered incomplete and will not be processed.

For Use by BPW Safety Officer ONLY

Recommendations:

Safety Officer: ____________________  Signature: ____________________

Date: ____________________

B. If UXO is discovered on site during the course of the project:
   1. Immediately halt all work in the area surrounding the UXO.
   2. Flag the area using plastic tape or another appropriate marker and instruct all persons on the site not to approach nor tamper with the UXO.
   3. Call the Safety Officer at BPW immediately and inform him of the situation.
   4. DO NOT under any circumstances attempt to move the UXO.
   5. Maintain a secure perimeter around the UXO until the Safety Officer arrives and measures are taken by professionals to remove the UXO from the site for proper disposal.